Abstract—Opinions about a particular product, service or person are communicated effectively through online media such as Facebook, Myspace and Twitter. Unfortunately only a few researchers had researched on the performance of opinion mining using online messages that were written in Malay Languages. Opinion mining processing that uses Natural Language Processing approach is difficult due to the high content of noisy texts in online messages. On the other hand, opinion mining that uses machine learning approach requires a good feature selection technique since the current filter typed feature selection techniques require interference from the user to select the appropriate features. This study used a feature selection technique based on artificial immune system to select the appropriated features for opinion mining. Experiments with 2000 online movie reviews illustrated that the technique has reduced 90% of the features and improved opinion mining accuracy up to 15% with k Nearest Neighbor classifier and up to 6% with Naïve Baiyes classifier.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Opinion mining is a process of gathering sentiments or opinions from a group of documents. Nowadays, it is very easy to express or gather opinions about a particular product, service or people. Online applications such as online forums, SMS, Twitter and Facebook are widely used as medium of communication to convey these messages. Therefore, it is important for an organization to gather the sentiment of their customers when they consumed a product or a service through the opinion mining activities. In fact the advancement of technology and online communication media has encouraged more researches on opinion mining activities. Nevertheless, very few works had been carried out involving opinions which were written online by the Malaysians.

The high contents of noisy texts in the online messages contributed to the low number of researchers. In addition, the messages normally did not follow the correct rules and grammar that had been established in creation of sentences. Other than that, online messages created by the Malaysians incorporated words from many languages such as words from the Malay language, words from the English language and words that have been used locally which are known as local dialect/slang. These problems cause Natural Language Processing (NLP) activities such as Part of Speech (POS) and lemmatization impractical. On top of that, until recently, there is no dictionary which is similar to WordNet or SentiWordNet that is written in the Malay Language. Therefore identifying sentiment words in Malay words is difficult without these references.

Another approach in opinion mining is by using machine learning technique, which utilizes text classification activities. Using machine learning approach has another effect. A good feature selection technique is required to reduce the number of features in the opinion mining process.

This paper explains a feature selection technique named Feature Selection based on Immune Network System (FS-INS). Inspired from the Artificial Immune System (AIS) theory, experiments showed that the technique was better than the traditional ‘filter’ typed feature selection techniques i.e. Document Frequency (DF), CHI Square (CHI) , Categorical Proportional Difference (CPD) and Information Gain (IG).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the concept of AIS is summarized. In addition, a few previous works on applying feature selection on opinion mining processes are also reviewed. The FS-INS algorithm and the dataset that were used in the experiment are clarified in Section III. The performance of FS-INS in comparison to the performance and other feature selection techniques is reviewed in Chapter IV. Lastly, conclusion of the experiment and future research direction are explained in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Feature Selection with Opinion Mining

Feature selection is an activity, which select relevant features based on a particular measurement. Its main purposes are to simplify the training process and to reduce the time of training process. The performance of certain classifier such as k Nearest Neighbor is poor when the features are too many. On the other hand, it is important to select a feature selection technique which reduces the number of features without reducing the performance of opinion mining. In previous researches on opinion mining, several common feature selection techniques such as POS [1] [2], Information Gain [3], Document Frequency [4] and
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Chi Square [5] were incorporated.

There are three groups of feature selection techniques i.e. filter, wrapper and embedded. In a filter category, a group of features is selected based on a particular mathematical equation and may be used with any classifier. Contrary to that, the features that are selected in the wrapper and the embedded techniques are bound to a particular classifier. Other than very rigid in term of classifier, the wrapper and embedded techniques normally require high allocation of resource and require longer execution time.

DF, CHI and IG are examples of feature selection techniques that falls under the filter category. DF counts the frequency of a particular word in all categories. Features on the top and bottom of the list are then removed. CHI calculates the degree where a particular feature is not relevant to a particular class. Features are sorted based of its relevance to a particular class. CHI calculates the degree where a particular feature is not relevant to a particular class. Features are sorted based of its relevance to a particular class. IG calculates the relevance of a feature based on the probability of the word exist in a particular class. Another feature selection method that was included in this study is Categorical Proportional Difference (CPD). It is a measurement that takes into consideration the existence of a feature in a class in its calculation. It is introduced by [6] and used by several other researchers such as [7] and [8]. The calculation which is used in [7]

\[ CPD(t) = \frac{|FP_i - FN_i|}{DF_i} \]

was adopted in this study. The formula is written in (1).

(1)

Where:
FP, is the number of feature i in the positive class
FN, is the number of feature i in the negative class
DF, is the number of document where feature i exist.

A feature is considered to be relevant to a particular class if its existence is high in a particular class in comparison to its existence in another class. For example, the value of CPD (bagus) that exists in 10 positive documents and 2 negative documents is 0.67. Similarly the value of CPD (tidak bagus) that exists once in a positive document and exists in 8 negative documents is 0.78. On the other hand, the value of CPD (saya) which exists in 5 positive documents and 4 negative documents is 0.11. The lower value shows that feature ‘saya’ is not relevant to either the positive or the negative class or not relevant to the opinion mining process.

Even though the filter typed feature selection is simple and flexible, it requires human interaction since the current technique will sort the features based on specific relevance measurement. It is up to the user to select a group of features based on the user’s observation of the calculated values which are different from one set of data to another set. If the user fails to set the limit, all features will be used in the classification activities.

B. Artificial immune system

The word immunity refers to the reaction of an organism to infectious diseases by foreign substances known as pathogens or antigens. The immune system consists of cells and molecules that interact with each other, initiate immunological responses and destroy the foreign substances. Lymphocytes which consist of B cells and T cells are the main constitutes of this system. Inspired by the human immune system, AIS has been used to solve problems in many areas such as machine learning, robotic, computer security, clustering, classification and web mining [9]. Castro and Timmis [10] define AIS as

“adaptive systems, inspired by theoretical immunology and observed immune functions, principles and models, which are applied to problem solving.”

More comprehensive reviews on the biological aspects and scientific aspects of AIS were written in several literatures such as [11] and [12].

Since the beginning of this century, AIS has been used to solve classification and clustering problem. Timmis (2001) utilized AIS technique to solve clustering problem. He proposed that the AIS was able to ‘learn’ from history data and recognized a specific pattern. Since then, several researchers have employed this technique to solve text classification problems. Twycross (2002) used AIS to classify document into several topics. [13] used AIS to identify uninteresting emails. Spam detection is another area where AIS may be applied ([14], [15]). Other than that, AIS was also used to search for interesting web pages ([16]) and to classify medical documents ([17],[18]).

The following characteristics inspired the used of AIS in this study.

1. **Pattern Recognition** refers to the ability to recognize pattern and maintain the pattern until a new and more dominant pattern emerges. This is possible through the interaction between B cell and the antigen. In addition to that, the use of memory population allows the pattern to be ‘remembered’.

2. **Affinity Maturation** refers to how a cell is selected to be cloned and how the mutation process is done. It is important since it will identify the pattern for each class. In this study, a small difference between the CPD values shows similarity between two cells.

3. **Meta dynamics** refers to activities which will control the number of population. A stimulation counter is maintained for each cell in memory population. A B-cell with high number of similarities with other B-cell is kept, whereas B-cell with low stimulation will be deleted from the population. These activities refer to the Negative Selection of AIS theory.

This study did not use all characteristic of AIS. Cloning and mutation concepts were not utilized in this study since they might lead to incorrect evaluation. Changing the spelling of the feature will introduced more features and noisy texts to the population. These noisy texts were cleaned before the mining processes. In addition to that, the results of opinion mining using this technique were better without mutation and cloning module.
III. METHODOLOGY

Data Preparation

1000 positive movie feedbacks and 1000 negative movie feedbacks were collected randomly from online forums, Facebook messages and Twitter messages which were created by the Malaysians. Several preliminary works had been executed prior to the opinion mining process. The online data was normalized using techniques explained in [19]. In addition to that, words with no meaning were removed. The stop words list was created from the following sources:

- The English stop words list taken from Armand Dбраhaj’s website [20]. The list was selected since the number of words was moderate and the researcher had used it successfully in his research.
- The Malay stop words list was adopted from a list used by [21]. Nevertheless, a few terms that were related to opinion such as ‘tidak’ were excluded from the list. In total, there were 540 stop words in the list.

The messages were then converted into the lower case format. These activities were carried out in order to remove redundant words thus reducing the number of features. Lastly, the word ‘tidak’ was merged with the next word. Word ‘tidak’, which mean ‘no’ in English plays a major role in expressing negative sentiment. The word ‘tidak’ by itself will carry no meaning since it is one of the words that exists frequently in the positive and negative classes. Combining the word with the next word normally introduces new features that represent sentiment such as ‘tidakbagus’ or ‘tidakcantik’. This is a technique to cater for negative words in the Malay language.

Data Representation

The first activity that is recommended by [12] in applying AIS in solving a problem is mapping the concept between the Immune System and the project. Table 1 shows the mapping between Immune System and FS-INS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immune System</th>
<th>This Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>Features in the population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigen</td>
<td>Another feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory of antibody</td>
<td>A group of features which had undergone the training phase.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next activity as shown in Table 2 is cell representation of the problem solving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>text</td>
<td>Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>The number of the word exist in positive class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>The number of the word exist in negative class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sti</td>
<td>The number of stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match</td>
<td>The number of match with other cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPD</td>
<td>CPD value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FS-INS Algorithm

Fig. 1 shows the algorithm of FS-INS. It starts with the creation of AG population. In this module data were converted to cells representation and the value of CPD for each cell was calculated. Next, the value of affinity threshold was calculated. The parameter held the average value of affinities among all cells in the population. A number of cells was then selected randomly to initiate the memory population.

```plaintext
1. Start
2. Create AGtest
3. Calculate AT
4. Initial MC
5. for ag, ∈ AG
6. lowAff ← lowest (agi, mci, ∈ MC)
7. if (lowAff < AT ) dan (aglowAff.CPD > CT)
8. bc ← aglowAff
9. bc.setSti (ST)
10. MC ← MC U bc
11. for all mci, ∈ MC
12. if mci . CPD == bc.CPD
13. mci . match++;
14. endFor
15. endif
16. for all mci, ∈ MC
17. if mci . sti <= 0 && mci . match < MT
18. MC ← MC - mci
19. endif
20. mci . sti ← mci . sti - 1
21. endFor
22. endFor
23. Classification using ag, ∈ MC as features
24. Evaluation
25. End
```

Fig. 1: The FS-INS Algorithm

Later, for each data in AG population, it will be compared to the cells in memory population. Similar cell with low affinity values were kept in the population. Less important cells with low match values and low stimulation values would be deleted from the memory population. At the end of the process, only relevant cells that remained in the memory population were considered as relevant features and were used in the classification process.

Evaluation

The performance of FS-INS was evaluated by executing the opinion mining process using modules prepared in Weka 3.6 application. The accuracy of opinion mining using FS-INS as feature selection was compared to the accuracy of opinion mining without any feature selection. In addition, the performance of opinion mining of FS-INS is compared to the result of opinion mining with other common feature selection techniques i.e. DF, CHI, IG, and CPD. The accuracy value was calculated using equation in (2).

\[
Accuracy = \frac{\text{# of correct prediction}}{\text{# of reviews}}
\]  

(2)
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 illustrates the reduction of features in experiments which varied the number of data from 100 positive movie reviews and 100 negative movie reviews until 1000 positive movie reviews and 1000 negative movie reviews. The result illustrated that the number of features was reduced up to 90% when FS-INS was utilized as the feature selection technique.

![Fig. 2: Reduction of Features](image)

Table 3 illustrates the performance of FS-INS as feature selection in opinion mining with three common classifiers i.e. Naïve Bayes, k Nearest Neighbor (k=1) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).

Table 3: Performance of FS-INS in NB, kNN and SMV Classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>% Acc based</th>
<th>% Acc with FS-INS</th>
<th>% different</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>84.97</td>
<td>91.04</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kNN</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>79.08</td>
<td>14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>92.25</td>
<td>9.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result illustrated an increase trend in the performance of opinion mining for all classifiers when FS-INS was used as the feature selection technique. The highest increment was recorded when kNN model was used as classifier. This is expected since kNN works best with small numbers of relevant features. In addition to that, FS-INS chooses cell with similar values which is the same to the nearest neighbor concept in kNN. Similar to the result of opinion mining obtained by [1] and [7] the result of opinion mining with SMV was the highest in comparison to the result of opinion mining with NB and kNN.

Fig. 3 illustrated the results of opinion mining using NB as the classifiers. The results of opinion mining using FS-INS as feature selection were compared to the results of opinion mining using other feature selection techniques such as DF, CHI, IF and CPD. The performance of CPD was expected to be very poor.

![Fig. 3: Result of OM using NB as Classifier](image)

Similar to the other filter typed feature selection techniques, all features were sorted based on the CPD values. When a feature existed in only a class and did not exist in another class a value of 1 was assigned. The value assigned by CPD to a feature that existed 20 times in a particular class and none in another class was very relevant and was the same to a feature that existed once in a particular class and none in other classes.

![Fig. 4: The performance of OM with k-NN as the classifier](image)
Therefore, there were chances that features which were not relevant to the class were selected. NB classifier used probability measurement to predict the class of a new document. When irrelevant features were selected in feature selection activities, the accuracy of opinion mining dropped tremendously.

The experiments showed that the number of features selected by FS-INS was been reduced by 90% thus triggered the improvement of opinion mining’s accuracy up to 15% in k-NN classifier and up to 6% in Naïve Bayes classifier. Incorporating this technique in real online application such as Customer Relation System or Frequently Question and Answering System (Q&A) is one of the future advancements that had been planned for future enhancement.
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